
How to Go 
From Having 
Security to 
Being Secure 



You Have Security. 
But Are You Truly Secure?
You have enough security in place to pass your inspection and get your license. You’ve got commercial-
grade locks, security cameras, an alarm system, and more. You’ve implemented state-mandated
employee security training.

But something doesn’t feel quite right. You have
security, but don’t feel completely secure.

A single robbery can cost you hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash and product, and disrupt your
business for weeks or months. You know that it’s possible for the license you worked so hard to get can
be taken away by regulators at any time. Perhaps cash and products keep disappearing, and you suspect
your employees but don’t have the time to go through thousands of hours of surveillance footage to
prove it.

Finally, you may have heard about all the recent ransomware hacks in the news - the Colonial Pipeline
and JBS hacks, for example - and you might worry that your business could be next.

But some good news: you’re not alone in worrying about security. And there are ways to go from having
security to actually being secure that don’t take too much time or effort or cost a fortune. We’ll get into
those later. For right now, let’s double-check that you have all the basics covered

What’s At Stake 

$100,000 
in cash or products

can be stolen in a 

single robbery or 

burglary 

Licenses that cost you 

$1 million
or more to get can be 

lost due to security 

lapses



The Basics – Location Security
Protecting your place of business

“The basics” for you may depend on your location. Some states hardly have any security
requirements at all and leave it up to you to do your due diligence in preventing theft, while
others have requirements galore for you to follow.

In general most states and provinces require the following:

Doors with commercial 
grade locks

A surveillance system 
(cameras and an NVR)

An alarm system, 
often including some 
type of panic or silent 

alarm for robberies

Maintaining sufficient 
lighting inside and 

around the business

It’s not often required but it’s fairly common for cannabis businesses, dispensaries especially, to have safes or vaults for their cash and/or products in the back
of their stores.



The Basics - Delivery Security

Many states also have 
security rules surrounding the 
transport and delivery of cannabis
products. They may require you to:

Have multiple 
people in the 

delivery 
vehicle 

at all times

Not make
any unrelated 

stops

Have cameras
recording the 

inside and 
outside of the 

car

Have the 
product locked

inside some 
storage device in 
the vehicle that 

can’t be seen 
from outside

Have a GPS 
tracker

installed on 
the car

Carry only a 
certain amount of 

products
in the 

delivery vehicle 
at all times



Your policies, procedures, and training should typically cover:

The Basics - Policies & Training

• Opening and closing your location for the day
• Allowing customers onto the premises
• Checking IDs
• Allowing visitors into restricted areas
• Performing inventory audits
• Performing sales
• What to do in the event of a robbery or burglary
• Reporting internal theft by fellow employees
• Reporting inventory loss
• Accepting deliveries
• Performing deliveries

As part of the application process, most states require a formal security plan where you 
describe how you’ll comply with security requirements and generally protect your products, 
people, and property.

Many states require you to put together 
formal security policies and procedures
and to train your employees to follow them.



STEP

STEP
STEP

Identify Your Gaps

Review your current 
security situation, bringing 
in a consultant if necessary.

Close the Gaps

Implement the security  
measures you need to  
close the gaps.

Maintain Security 
Long-Term

Make sure you stay truly 
secure in the long run, 
relying on outside 
resources if necessary.

Taking the Next Steps
Going from having security to being secure



First Step 1 Identify Your Gaps

We recommend bringing in a consultant to review your current security situation. You’re likely going 
to need to consult with two separate consultancies: a security firm to review your physical and 
internal security, and an IT firm to review your data security. That’s because physical/commercial 
security and data security are two fairly specialized disciplines that you’re unlikely to find under one 
roof.

A security firm will review your 
current physical and internal security 
- including devices/hardware, 
documentation, and personnel - for 
effectiveness and compliance. 

Many of them have a background in law 
enforcement so they know how criminals think 
and operate. That’s along with their knowledge 
from working with many businesses in the 
cannabis industry and their understanding of 
what works and what doesn’t. They’re 
knowledgeable about state laws as well and can 
offer advice on product selection for items 
including cameras, locks, vaults, safes, reinforced 
doors, alarm systems, windows, and more.

A managed IT services firm will do 
the same but for your data security. 
They’ll analyze your IT for 
vulnerabilities including insecure 
networks and devices and more.

Then they’ll put together recommendations on how 
to make your networks more secure. 
In certain cases there will be some overlap between 
the two types of consulting companies - the 
networking aspects of the security cameras, the 
physical security of IT components such as your 
tablets, laptops, and NVR, etc. - so it’s best to find a 
pair that’s already partnered up or at least one that 
works well with others.

Physical Security Data Security



Second Step 2 Close Your Gaps

Next up: implementing the recommendations of the consultants you brought in or at least those 
recommendations you can afford or agree with the consultants on.

This depends a lot on what security measures you already have in place and what the consultants’ 
recommendations were.

• Firewalls

• Antivirus

• Mobile device management (MDM)

• Network segmentation

• Two-factor authentication (2FA)

• Single-sign on (SSO)

• Patch management

• Data security employee training

• Upgraded fences

• Upgraded security cameras

• Adjusted security camera positioning

• Hardened security for camera and NVR

• Reinforced doors

• Security guards

• Additional motion sensors

• New/adjusted policies & procedures

Physical Security Data Security



Highlighted Tool: Cloud Surveillance Software

One security tool that not many cannabis businesses use but many should is cloud surveillance software. 

These are solutions like Solink, Verkada, and Eagle Eye, with several common features: 

• They store and back up your surveillance footage to the cloud (aka to web-based servers) 
• They let you access this footage from anywhere, with any device, via a browser or app 
• They keep your footage stored and backed up for the length of time required by the state 

(usually 30-90 days) 
• They make it easy to save, bookmark, and share footage with others, including law enforcement 
• By integrating with your POS and utilizing AI, they make it easy to search for footage by location, time, 

camera, transaction, employee, a specific location in the camera’s view, and more 
• They alert you immediately to unusual activity, including movement in a sensitive location like the vault at an 

unusual time, or suspiciously large refunds and discounts, along with a screenshot, so you can make an 
immediate  judgement on whether the alert is important or not and deal with it promptly

In one stroke it helps you fill in many of the gaps in your security and compliance: 

• Ensures you keep footage for the required amount of time 
• Makes it easy to retrieve and share footage quickly of incidents as required by law 
• Easily spot and gather evidence of internal theft 
• Respond quicker to potential security incidents to limit the costs of burglaries - removes the mystery of what 

triggered your motion-based alarms, so you can respond quickly as possible - perhaps helping to stop or 
minimize the extent of a burglary 

On top of that, these systems are also great training and business intelligence tools, especially for dispensaries. 
You can use them to track the performance of in-store displays, measure total foot traffic, line length, and 
waiting times, and record and retain footage of both good and bad customer interactions for instructional 
purposes.



Third Step 3 Maintain Security

Once you’ve made the journey from having security to actually being secure, now the important 
part becomes staying secure. To do that, you need partners you can trust in the long term to help 
you on both an ongoing and as-needed basis.

You need to review your security on an 
ongoing basis to ensure you’re in line with 
current regulations and that policies and 
procedures are being followed. Your security 
consulting firm can continue providing this 
for you on a quarterly basis, or if you get 
large enough you may want to consider hiring 
your own internal head of security.

You’ll also need help with securing your new 
locations as you expand.

Data security in particular is something 
that needs to be monitored and 
maintained on an ongoing basis. To get the 
protection for your IT, you need to either 
hire an internal IT security resource 
or sign up for managed IT services.

Managed services have several advantages 
over hiring internally, including:

• Often being a fraction of the cost
• True 24/7/365 availability
• Instead of a single person, it’s a team of 
people that have subject matter 
expertise in a wide variety of areas

Physical Security Data Security



Thanks for
Reading!

www.cure8.tech

Phone: (855) 394 – 1420
Email: sales@cure8.tech

Cure8 is the go-to IT partner for the cannabis industry. We're the 
company you call whenever you need help with anything tech -
including POS systems, surveillance systems, networks, and back 
office computers.

http://www.cure8.tech/

